
Straight to the Top 
with Operational 
Excellence

Peak performance requires top form. Companies that apply  
the principles of operational excellence are profitable in the long  
term and can face the future with confidence. Because lean  
and efficient businesses are more competitive.

What would happen if you relied on proven methods to system- 
atically assess and improve your business processes? You would 
be ready to meet new challenges and able to continually move  
your business forward.

Consenec applies proven methods when analyzing business  
processes and value chains. All with an eye to the real world,  
to help you identify the best practices and develop the tools to  
implement them.

If you want your company to get or stay in shape, contact us  
at info@consenec.ch

Operational Excellence



In Shape for Peak 
Performance

What operational excellence means

Operational excellence refers to approaches that lead to outstanding operational  
results. Operational excellence is the foundation for optimizing a business’s efficiency. 
When processes are tuned for peak performance, a company becomes more compe- 
titive. And getting as close as possible to peak performance is the overall goal  
of operational excellence.

Where operational excellence begins

Starting and stopping point is the client’s objective. Processes in a company are defined 
as efficient and customer-oriented process chains. Every step in a process is clearly 
oriented around the client’s needs and aims for high quality and effectiveness.

How operational excellence works

The decisive factors are: channeling a business strategy toward higher efficiency,  
the unconditional commitment of management, cooperation among employees, and  
a long-term program to continually improve business. Teamwork across all levels is key.

Numbers that make the mark

An important part of operational excellence is identifying the factors that influence 
a company’s competitiveness. These must then be steered and communicated using 
quantitative values such as processing time, costs, quality, skills, and improvements.

How the Consenec team can help

The Consenec team is made up of experienced pros in production processes, logistics, 
and information procedures. We help you choose the best methods to introduce and 
anchor operational excellence in your company.

Choosing operational excellence for your business is a wise investment in the future. 

Contact us at info@consenec.ch
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